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Teach viola with the popular Suzuki Viola School, Volume 1.Titles:* Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star
Variations (Shinichi Suzuki)* French Folk Song* Lightly Row (Folk Song)* Song of the Wind (Folk
Song)* Go Tell Aunt Rhody (Folk Song)* O Come, Little Children (Folk Song)* May Song (Folk
Song)* Long, Long Ago (T.H. Bayly)* Allegro (Shinichi Suzuki)* Perpetual Motion (Shinichi
Suzuki)* Allegretto (Shinichi Suzuki)* Andantino (Shinichi Suzuki)* Twinkle, Twinkle, Little Star
(Theme in C Major)* Bohemian Folk Song* Etude (Shinichi Suzuki)* Minuet No. 1 (J.S. Bach)*
Minuet No. 2 (J.S. Bach)* Minuet No. 3 (J.S. Bach)* The Happy Farmer (R. Schumann)* Gavotte
(F.J. Gossec)



Suzuki Viola School - Volume 1: Viola Part, Suzuki Viola School - Volume 2: Viola Part, Suzuki
Viola School - Volume 4: Piano Accompaniment (Viola), Suzuki Viola School - Volume 3
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Piano Acc., Suzuki Violin School - Volume 4 (Revised): Piano Accompaniment: Piano Acc., I
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Part, Suzuki Violin School - Volume 7 (Revised): Piano Accompaniment (Violin): Piano Acc.,
Suzuki Cello School - Volume 2 (Revised): Cello Part, Suzuki Violin School - Volume 3
(Revised): Violin Part, Solos for Young Violists, Vol 2: Selections from the Viola Repertoire,
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Poppy, “Hey—virtually every traditional & Suzuki string instructor chooses these books for a
reason!. My older son started his cello playing with Vol. 1 of this Suzuki series, though he took
traditional (not Suzuki) lessons, and my younger, a violist (by choice—not because he couldn't
handle violin [violists get such a bad rap]—anyway, his viola teacher started him with the
identical book (written in alto, not bass cleft, of course—and a pitched up an octave, obviously.
And, in fact, though I'm a pianist, when I took violin lessons (WAY back) to better understand the
violinists' needs in my chamber groups), I started with the same book for violin.If you have the
piano parts for Suzuki 1 for any string instrument, you needn't buy another to play the piano part
for any other string instrument—the piano parts do not vary, and they are all very nice in their
"filling out" your beginner/elementary level string player's "French Folk Song" [really, the loveliest
piece in the book, in my opinion, especially for cello—and the very first after the Twinkle
arrangements] or their "May Song," "Go Tell Aunt Rhody," etc.The level for the piano parts is
about intermediate, I suppose.SO, If you're a pianist playing for a string teacher's students at
recital or competition, you could pretty much sight-read it. (Well, somehow, though I'm a
professional pianist, sight reading even *these* pieces, under pressure, gets me a little nervous.
Sight-reading is definitely my weakness—probably because my pre-conservatory teachers
seemed intent on entering me into every competion within 300 miles or more, so pretty early on,
I'd learn a few pieces for the first of some round of competitions, and then I'd continuously dig
deeper into those few pieces, polishing, polishing for months and months—so, don't do that to
your students! Or if you do, make sure they sight read daily as well! Sorry for the extraneous
commentary.) So, you'll want to play through them a time or two before you're on the spot or
doing a "once-before" rehearsal, maybe!If you're a parent who can play some piano, this book
would be a nice way to share music with your child.And if you're a string teacher who has your
"keyboard skills" from conservatory, I doubt you'd find these piano parts difficult to "get into your
fingers."In sum, all these early Suzuki books are great (regardless of teaching method—
traditional or Suzuki), and as a pianist I highly recommend this book of very nice book piano
parts to fill out your early string musician's repertoire. And it's almost never too early to introduce
a musician to chamber-music playing (for which, you know, this book provides an opportunity)!”

Doug, “Two for One!. It's great to have the two volumes in one. Although it is unlikely one would
use most of the Volume 1 pieces (especially if you are not a professional but a parent like me
just trying to add something to motivate the student - i.e. "i play worse than you; but i am trying! :-
D ) and when the student can get screwed up by our erratic playing...), it is fun when you can
play together once in a while, and work on a piece together.”

friskefox, “it was a good quality book. I ordered this on accident thinking I was getting the viola
book. That being said, it was a good quality book. It has the viola notes in it, too; they are just



small.”

Ebook Tops Reader, “Good condition and book. I knew what I was getting, and this is what I got.
It's a great course, but if you are buying a Suzuki book you know that already. Much easier than
transposing from cello or violin accompaniment books.”

DNK, “Great book. Great book, as always is the case with anything Suzuki. Piano part is well
written and is accessible (not too difficult.)”

Dr. E. Carter, “The piano part for Suzuki Viola book 1 & 2. I'm the teacher, so I'm thrilled that the
accompaniment for both books is in one volume. For what it's worth, I don't believe in the Suzuki
method as proscribed here in the United States, because we don't have the disciplined
Japanese mothers who are willing to create a daily practice schedule sans cellphone to work
with their kid. It is a nice series of progressively more difficult pieces with accompaniment, and I
use it as adjuncts to Simply Strings, Hohmann, and Barbara Barber.”

Geoff, “As expected. Found one misprint on a final chord, otherwise this book is perfect!”

Krystal, “These books are great for students who are just learning how to play .... These books
are great for students who are just learning how to play a string instrument. I am very happy with
my purchase.”

Cliente Ebook Tops, “Great. Recommend.. Great. Easy understanding, gradual evolution of
learning, so that no teacher accompaniment is necessary. I have already started my studies and
I already notice progress. I recommend.”

atabraska, “Ottimo. Beh che dire, è un libro di partiture, e quelle ci sono :) ottima transazione
rapidissima come sempre, e niente...”

The book by Phil Collins has a rating of  5 out of 4.8. 58 people have provided feedback.
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